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Abstract—Increasingly, consumers use social media as a vehicle for pre-purchase information gathering and post purchase experience sharing. Although existing social media research provides some valuable insights, it is relatively lacking in theory based research on the basic mechanisms through which desired brand goals are achieved. Value creation in online communities is a very crucial question that still needs further research. This study is an attempt to observe popular fan-pages’ followers’ activities of selected fan-pages of Malaysia and survey (n= 318) on followers of those fan-pages to show the impact of user’s perceived online community value on their behavioral responses. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the impact of users’ perceived community value on fan-page engagement activities alongside the impact of fan-page engagement actions on fan-page loyalty. Besides, the impact of Fan-page loyalty on brand WOM (Word of Mouth) and purchase intention is also explored. Besides, the moderating impact of user’s trust between the relationship of fan-page engagement and fan-page loyalty is also explored. The concepts of Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) theory is applied to create a unified model that was empirically validated by SEM analysis through AMOS. These findings have theoretical implications for social media and online interaction related literature as well as critical business implications for B2C (Business to Consumer) marketers to differentiate themselves within the inflating number of online platforms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Facebook page results into more selling opportunities for B2C companies by driving more traffic to their websites and enhancing selling opportunities (Matista, 2015; Zoha Rahman, 2016)). But it is still not clear what is happening inside of the “black box” fan page and what the crucial constructs are for managing fan pages (Benedikt Jahn, 2012 (Zoha Rahman K. S., 2016)). Companies have reacted to the emergence of Facebook with enthusiasm, and brand profiles have proliferated accordingly. (He’lia G. P., 2014). However, empirical research on fan pages is still in its infancy (Benedikt Jahn, 2012). Few studies in the past examined the relationship between liking a brand on the Facebook fan page and possible outcomes (Chetna Kudeshia, 2016) and the relationship between brand engagement and brand love in an offline environment (Bech-Larsen, 2010; Sarkar, 2014) and a similar relationship remains majorly unexplored in context of online channels (Chetna Kudeshia, 2016). Another study indicated that online participant observation could help provided more in-depth explanations about how the public social media engagement model actually works (Linjuan Rita Men, 2013). Additionally recent study indicated an urge for Future research to clarify the effects of social media interaction and to derive guidelines for strategic management decisions (Schultz, 2016; Zoha, 2016) The present study thus aimed to fulfill this gap by examining whether real online fan-page members’ perceived value results into fan-page engagement; fan-page engagement results into fan-page loyalty and fan-page loyalty results into brand WOM activities and purchase intention. Furthermore, in online communities, trust has a major influence on consumer behaviour (Hoffman E., 1999), thus we explored the moderating impact of users’ trust level in fan-page between the relationship of users’ fan-page engagement actions and fan-page loyalty. The motive is to come up with the a unified S-O-R model of utilizing fan-page and to investigate the factors that create value for online community members in fan-pages and their impacts on expected outcome. These findings have theoretical implications for social media and online interaction related literature as well as critical business implications for B2C marketers to distinguish themselves within the expanding figure of social sites.

II. FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT:

To show the impact of Perceived community value on fan-page engagement; fan-page engagement on fan-page loyalty; fan page loyalty on Brand WOM and Purchase Intention, we utilized DOI (Diffusion of Innovation) Theory (Rogers, 1962).
III. METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH:

A survey on fan page followers was conducted to test the main hypothesis in our research framework. We selected fan page followers as our respondents, because they can provide the most valuable information on fan page behavioral pattern and measure engagement metrics (Elliott, 2011). The survey questionnaire along with the research objective and motivations were made accessible through a web-link to the followers of Malaysian fan-pages. In total 356 completed questionnaires were returned by the respondents, out of which 318 responses were found to be valid and complete, and thus used for the study.

A. Measurement Instrument

The research model contains five constructs, perceived community value, fan page engagement, fan-page loyalty and WOM (Fig. 2). For the constructs of the research model, multi-item scales were adopted from the previous studied and modified based on the current research. Perceived community value comprise of five self-administered measured variables adopted from (Chetna, 2016); “fan page engagement “comprises of five items adapted from (Benedikt Jahn, 2012), “fan-page loyalty” comprised of three items adopted from (Hsin, 2014). Consequently, “Purchase Intention” comprises of six items adopted from (Chetna, 2016). Respondents were asked to rate the questions on five point Likert scales from 1= strongly disagree and 5= strongly agree.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

This study tested the model using structural equation modelling using Amos 19. To analyze data via AMOS, it is necessary to check the Univariate and Multivariate of normality. An examination of these values shows minimal indication of serious multivariate outliers. The factor –item composition was verified by undertaking Exploratory Factor Analysis. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based factor extraction together with Varimax Rotation reinforced the factor-item composition. All the variables (except two) achieved factor loadings above the criteria of 0.50 (Guadagnoli, 1988). After EFA two items were deleted for further study as they didn’t match the criteria. All factors achieved a cumulative variance explanation of 70.21%, much above the suggested explanation (Costello, 2005).

A. Internal Consistency and Composite Reliability:

Internal consistency reliability is a measure of how well the items on the test measure the same construct or idea and is usually measured with Cronbach's alpha ($\alpha$) \[\alpha \geq 0.7\text{ Acceptable}\], a statistic calculated from the pairwise correlations between items (George, 2003). The Alpha value of each construct achieved the floor criteria All constructs were further verified with CR (composite Reliability) statistics and established to be reliable as their specific CR values are larger than the floor estimation of 0.7 (Nunnally, 1979)

B. Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is a multivariate statistical procedure that is used to test how well the measured variables represent the number of constructs and able to confirm the validated measurements developed by previous research (Solutions, 2013).

C. Analysis of the Structural Model:

The proposed structural model was tested for an overall model fit. In this study, the Chi-square P value turns out to be significant, but all other Model fit indices were acceptable. Chi-square is affected by sample size (it is always significant when $N > 200$) (Moss, 2016). Model fit indices for all the individual constructs were calculated and the results have been indicated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices</th>
<th>Recommended Value (Hair J. F., 2010)</th>
<th>Model fit indices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.9$</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.9$</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chsq/df</td>
<td>$&lt; 5.0$</td>
<td>2.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.9$</td>
<td>0.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMSEA</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.08$</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The structural model is estimated by examining the path coefficients (Beta weights) which indicate the strength of the relationship between dependent and independent variables. From the five paths proposed in the model, four were found to be statistically significant and depicting positive impact on predicted construct (Table 3). Path from perceived community value to engagement is verified as significant ($\beta=0.72$, $p<0.05$) supporting H1, the path from Engagement to loyalty was found to be significant with strong positive impact ($\beta=0.81$, $p<0.001$) confirming H2, Path from loyalty to WOM was found to be significant ($\beta=0.76$, $p<0.05$) accepting H4, path from loyalty to purchase intention ($\beta=0.83$, $p<0.001$) is recorded as significant approving to admit H4.

D. Moderation analyses

Moderation analysis was conducted to determine the trust based variances in terms of hypothesised relationships as part of the proposed structural model. The significant moderating effects are evidenced by the hypothesised wise Z-score statistic. The outcomes of the analysis can be seen in Table 4. Respondents were asked to provide their positive or negative opinion about trust on their followed brand. About 69% of the respondents provided a positive response on trusting their followed brand. To test the hypothesised moderation model in the SEM, two group models (Trust –Yes and Trust-No) were tested. From the moderation analysis, trust is found as a significant moderator between the relationship of fan-page engagement and fan-page loyalty, confirming the acceptance of hypothesis 5 (H5). Without trust (Trust-No), engagement actions have no significant impact ($\beta=0.07$, $p>0.05$) on loyalty, while with trust (trust-yes), engagement actions have a significant impact ($\beta=0.14$, $p<0.05$) on fan-page loyalty.

V. FINDINGS

The findings of the study reveals that the online user’s perceived community value is highly significant in generating online engagement activities. That is, purposeful values, self-discovery, entertainment value, social enhancement value, and interpersonal connectivity features of perceived community value are influencing in producing fan-page engagement activities. Fan-page engagement activities are also highly significant in creating fan-page loyalty. These findings are consistent with a previous study indicating that social media engagement infuses a sense of empowerment over social media activities (Kang, 2014). That is, if users tend to involve in fan-page in interactive and engaging manner, they tend to be loyal to that fan-page. But the loyalty towards that particular fan-page is highly dependent on the trust on that followed brand. Without trust, though users tend to be engaged in fan-pages, they do not show loyalty towards those fan-pages. The finding is consistent with previous findings (Grabner, 2002; Hoffman E., 1999; LiI, 2007). Besides, fan-page loyalty is positively related to the Word of Mouth (WOM) communication. If consumers tend to be loyal towards the fan-pages, they tend to produce WOM communication in their respective friends’ network. However, Fan-page loyalty is also positively related to the user’s purchase intention.

VI. CONCLUSION

The research offers information for B2C (Business-to-Consumer) companies in employing fan-page based on user categories. This work endorses that marketers advance their engagement with followers and marketers and use real time and content marketing strategies to achieve this (Chetna K. P., 2016). Firms should not merely use this platform to push their product, they must hear from users and ‘on the moment marketing’ to provide marketers with plenty of opportunities to engage their audience (Jahn, 2014; Linjuan, 2013; Zoha R. K., 2016). We empirically tested the fan-page users’ perceived community value of actual active online participants and reported their social media engagement actions, loyalty and the purchase intention of their respective followed brands. The study established a theoretical framework on fan page users’ perceived community value and its relationship with the engaged users’ loyalty, WOM and purchase intention.
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